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Spelling:

Words with
Greek Roots

 1.  

 2.  

 3.  

 4.  

 5.  

 6.  

 7.  

 8.  

 9.  

 10.  

 11.  

 12.  

 13.  

 14.  

 15.  

 16.  

 17.  

 18.  

 19.  

 20.  

 21.  

 22.  

 23.  

 24.  

 25.  

Fold back the paper 
along the dotted line. 
Use the blanks to 
write each word as it 
is read aloud. When 
you finish the test, 
unfold the paper. Use 
the list at the right to 
correct any spelling 
mistakes.

Review Words

Challenge Words

 1. astronaut

 2. telephone

 3. automobile

 4. photography

 5. mechanical

 6. myth

 7. television

 8. phonics

 9. automatic

 10. photograph

 11. telescope

 12. mythical

 13. telegraph

 14. mechanic

 15. telegram

 16. telephoto

 17. autograph

 18. astronomer

 19. disaster

 20. homophone

21. correction

 22. discussion

 23. decoration

 24. videophone

 25. photogenic
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K Beck

K Beck
Learning Targets:
•I can identify Greek roots in words. 
•I can understand the meanings of Greek roots and see how they make up the meaning of my words.  •I can spell words with Greek roots correctly.  •I can understand the definitions of my words with Greek roots. •I can write a sentence using my words with Greek roots correctly.•I can create synonyms/antonyms for my words with Greek roots.
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Spelling:
Words with
Greek Roots

A. Fill-Ins

Fill in the missing letters of each word to form a spelling word.

 1. a   t   onaut

 2. a   t   graph

 3. aut   m   tic

 4. a   to     bile

 5. m     hical

 6.  e   egraph

 7.  t   l   phone

 8.  el     cope

 9. te       ision

10. te   eg   am

11. hom     h   ne

12. p   o   ics

13. di   a     er

14.  st     nomer

15. p     t   graph

16.    otogr   phy

17.  m     h

18. me     an   c

19.  ec   anic   l

20. t   le     oto

B. Make a Puzzle

Make up a puzzle of your own using the space on this page. Give it 
to someone else to solve. Be sure to include at least five spelling 
words in your puzzle. 

telegram automatic homophone myth
mechanic disaster telegraph astronaut
automobile telephoto astronomer photograph
photography telescope autograph telephone
phonics mechanical television mythical

Using the Word Study Steps
1. LOOK at the word.

2. SAY the word aloud.

3. STUDY the letters in the word.

4. WRITE the word.

5. CHECK the word.
Did you spell the word right?
If not, go back to step 1.
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telegram automatic homophone myth
mechanic disaster telegraph astronaut
automobile telephoto astronomer photograph
photography telescope autograph telephone
phonics mechanical television mythical

Sort each spelling word according to the Greek root it contains. 
Then write the words on the lines below. Some words may be 
placed into more than one category.

 astro aster
1.    2.    3.  

 auto
4.    5.    6.  

 photo
7.    8.    9.  

 tele
10.   11.    12.  

13.   14.    15.  

 phon
16.   17.    18.  

 mech
19.   20.  

 myth
21.   22.  

Spelling:
Words with
Greek Roots
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telegram automatic homophone myth
mechanic disaster telegraph astronaut
automobile telephoto astronomer photograph
photography telescope autograph telephone
phonics mechanical television mythical

Complete each sentence below with a spelling word. Use the word 
bank to check your spelling.

 1. Alexi gazed up at the stars through his  .

 2. A   of the Tsar would have let Yelena the Fair see how 
old he was.

 3. Alexi had no  , so he had to travel on a horse.

 4. The Golden Mare is a   creature.

 5. The word “fair” is a   of “fare.”

 6. If Alexi hadn’t had the ring, it would have been a  .

 7. The Golden Mare told a   about how the ring was 
formed.

 8. An   taught Alexi how to travel by using the stars.

 9. The Tsar designed a   device for hunting birds.

10. The   had not yet been invented at the time of the story. 

Write On!

Use each spelling word in a sentence.

11. mechanic  

12. television  

13. astronaut  

14. photography  

15. autograph  

Spelling:
Words with
Greek Roots
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A.  Circle the misspelled words in the passage. Write the words 
correctly on the lines below.

Andrea turned on the telivision. There was a program on about a 
mithical bird and a horse. She picked up the telefone to call Jill, but 
no one answered. The automatick answering machine clicked on, and 
Andrea began to leave a message.

“I was doing my phonicks homework when this show came on!” 
she exclaimed. “There’s a bird on TV that looks just like the one in the 
photagraph you have. Turn on channel eight, if you’re home.”

1.    2.    3.  

4.    5.    6.  

B. Writing Activity

Write a paragraph about what you would have done if you were 
Sage. Use four words from your spelling list.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spelling:
Words with
Greek Roots
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 6. ! telegraph
" tellegraph
# telleggraph
$ teleggraph

 7.  % tellepphone
& telepphone
' tellephone
( telephone

 8. ! tellescope
" telescope
# telesscope
$ tellesscope

 9. % tellevision
& television
' televission
( tellevission

10. ! telegram
" tellegram
# telegramm
$ tellegramm

11. % homopphone
& hommophone
' homophone
( hommopphone

12. ! phanics
" phonix
# phonnics
$ phonics

13. % disaster
& dissaster
' disasster
( dissasster

14. ! astranomer
" astronomer
# astronommer
$ asrtonnomer

15. % photograph
& phottograph
' photoggraph
( phottoggraph

16. ! photoggraphy
" phottography
# photagraphy
$ photography

17.  % mytth
& mith
' myth
( myeth

18. ! machanic
" mechanic
# mecanic
$ macanic

19. % mechanical
& mecanical
' mechanacal
( mecanacal

20. ! telephoto
" tellephoto
# telefoto
$ tellefoto

1. % astronat
& astanaut
' astronaut
( astranat

2. ! autagraph
" autograph
# auttograph
$ autograf

3. % automattic
& automatic
' auttomatic
( auttomattic

4. ! autommobile
" autommobil
# automobil
$ automobile

5. % mythical
& mythiccal
' mithical
( mithiccal

Look at the words in each set below. One word in each set is 
spelled correctly. Use a pencil to fill in the circle next to the correct 
word. Before you begin, look at the sample set of words. Sample 
A has been done for you. Do Sample B by yourself. When you are 
sure you know what to do, you may go on with the rest of the page.

Sample A: Sample B:

 % kilometer ! phoeton
& killometer " foton
' kilommeter # photton
( killommeter $ photon

Spelling:
Words with            
Greek Roots
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